The nucleic acid and protein sequences contain different types of information (genes, RNA structural, active sites, regulatory structure ...), these information can lead to discover many useful knowledge on biology like the functionality of a given protein sequence, another example is toclassifying proteins on different families based on these information. In this paper we focus on the existed motif in the nucleic acid sequences. Before going further it is useful to review the concepts and terminology associated with this study.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade the field of biology has become in the midst of "Data explosion", due to the huge data recording by biologist using many different techniques [1] . This evolution of biological data as a point of size or nature has caused an appearance of a new concept on the research area, the concept is bioinformatics, so Bioinformatics is conceptualizing biology in term of molecules (in the sense of physical-chemistry) and then applying informatics techniques to understand and organize the information associated with these molecules on large scale [2] . It also can be seen as all the computer techniques and computational statistics for analyzing biological data [1] . There are a few other definitions on the concept of bioinformatics in many different resources in the litterateurs, so in the big picture, bioinformatics is the task that provide necessary search, score, and analyze biological information by algorithms and specific tools from data sets that are accumulated and curated by experts in order to provide a powerful opportunity to improve human health [3] .
Many challenges on biology has been determined by biologists, that cause launch of several bioinformatics tasks, but one of the most important task on those challenges is the discovery of motif from biological sequence in order to define the function or the family of biochemical molecular (DNA, RNA, and Protein).
A large number of motif discovery algorithm have been propose and implemented, each algorithm have different proprieties of others, some focus to improve the data structure that represent biochemical molecular, other use combinations between technologies to enhance the matching process. Furthermore technical details the paper show a small survey of motif discovery algorithm that have remarkably used on this bioinformatics task, and for our work we going to present a brief concept of a new algorithm based on mining tree structure.
The paper is dived into four parts, for the first part talk about some motif discovery algorithm by showing different characteristics that discriminate each one from others, in other word the first part is the survey as we mentioned before, for the second part we are going to describe a new concept algorithm for the motif discovery process, the fourth and the fifth part is related work and conclusion that include future work.
MOTIF EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS
As there are a big growing interest on regulatory element that can lead to understand some virus function, detect new drug, classify spices, or to get many other helpful new knowledge of biology. The researchers have developed many algorithms in order to discover or predict this small part of biochemical molecular, each of these algorithms have different concept, in the way of data representation to the process of discovering to the results.
STEPS OF BUILDING MOTIF DISCOVERY

ALGORITHM
These steps are based on Brazma et al research [4] .
Training set.
There are two different training set types to choose, depending on what king of result that the algorithm need to delivery.
Fig1:Set of training divided into two groups
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We assume
Where ∑ is a set of all possible sequence, and F+ is a subset of ∑ , all F+ sequence is shared the same characteristics (ex: protein family), we call F+ positive example and F-negative example.
The first type of training set is when the algorithm is designed to be a classifier method, in this case both positive and negative example (all the training set) are given.
The second type of training set is used the positive example only, this chose when the algorithm is designed to discover the common characteristics on this training set (ex: a protein family data set as an example).
Pattern model.
The input data or the training set is the most influential factor on how pattern model how going to be. A simple pattern model can be define as a Boolean type (return true or false) for a given sequence if it include on a training set or not, this model is called exact pattern matching.
The pattern model can work on approximate way when some measures technics are involve, for example when the algorithm use amino acid substitution matrix.
More complicated pattern model can be found such as pattern model that use union of other model, an example for that when positive example F+ contain a family of protein and other subfamilies. There are also some pattern uses some intelligence techniques for the matching process such as decision tree.
Ranking process.
Ranking process is the way to measure the performance of pattern model over the matching process. There are different ranking methods depend on the pattern model and the type of training set, the quality of the training set may cause some influence on ranking process because in reality sequence come from biological experiment and may contain errors [4] .
Developing the algorithm.
Last step according to Brazma et al. research [4] is design the algorithm, he mentioned that are motif discovery algorithm approach can be in two ways. The first is pattern driven, this approach find the highest pattern candidate rating, on a given training set. The second is sequences driven approach, on this one the algorithm try to find pattern candidate by comparing the given sequence and looking for similarity between all sequence on the training set, this approach could base on constructing a local multiple alignment on given sequence and all sequences on the training set.
CATEGORIES OF MOTIF DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
Many criteria factor can interfere on define the categories of motif discovery algorithm, especially those that mentioned before on steps of building algorithm. On Modan et al [5] , classify the available motif discovery algorithms into three major classes as those based on promoter sequences of coregulated genes, and other based on phylogenetic footprinting, and for the third class is the algorithms are based on merge between the first two classes, algorithms based on promoter sequences of coregulated genes and phylogenetic footprinting.
The three categories are resulting on the type of training set that are used on motif discovery algorithm.
Another categorization approach depended on the functionality of the algorithm itself, this divide motif discovery algorithm into two major classes [5] :
Word-based algorithms.
Word-based (WB) relies on regular expression (RE) because RE is a powerful notational algebra describing strings and sequences [6] . WB preferred for discovery short motif especially when implemented with suitable data structure, but still can be a bad choice for extraction transcription factor motif that often has several weakly constrained position [7] .
Probabilistic algorithms.
As the probabilistic motif is hard to understand and explain, PA describes this type of motif with a position weight matrix (PWM) [8] . This type of algorithms is preferred to find a longer motif compared with word-based algorithms.
Two categorization approaches are describe, and many other categorization are proposed on the literature of motif discovery algorithms. But still the part of categorize the algorithm depend on the researcher, and each one can see his approach. A proposed approach of categorization can be based on the originality of the algorithm, and this can lead to define many factor criteria for that, such as, if the algorithm has a process of cleaning noise from training set, and if it implement a new data structure approach for handle biological data, another critter factor can distinguish between hybrid and native algorithm.
SOME WIDELY ALGORITHMS
Motif discovery now is a very active field on bioinformatics, consequences to the availability and the quality of biological data, a wide range of algorithms has been proposed on this field, Table 1 is a list of motif discovery algorithm presented on a chronological way [5] . 
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM CONCEPT
Data structure can be seen as a simple representation such as string sequences, but sometimes an ordinary structure it's not enough for the need of the purpose of the algorithm, a need of new data structure is necessary.
Graph structure an example of sophisticated way to represent complex data such as biological component interaction [1] , and the mining of such data representation also provides a huge knowledge that can never be seeing in mining simple data structure.
TREE AUTOMATA
A tree automaton has been designed a long time ago in the context of circuit verification [9] , and has since been helpful in a broad range of domains [10] .
Tree automata can be defined as a set of stats (initial and final) and a set of rules, a mathematic equation of it [9] :
Where. is a set of stats, is a set of final stats and is a set of transition rules.
A given tree is accepted on a tree language if it can be produced from q (initial stat) using rules of this language.
PUSH-DOWN TREE AUTOMATA
The notion of push-down automata has been introduced by guessarian [10] , a PDA is a tree automata [11] in which has a stack, a kind of simple memory in which it can store information in a last-in-first-out fashion [12] .
A formal definition of PDA can be seen as a seven-tuple [13] :
Where. Push-down automata can handle strings in which there is some relationship be-tween two symbols, some bioinformatics phenomena, such as looped RNA structures [1] .
AUTOMATA AND BIOLOGICAL DATA
In nature DNA, RNA, and Protein are formed as a chemical compounds that can be represented on a sophisticated structure such as graph, tree, petrinet….
We propose to use pushdown automata as a data (tree) structure for the new algorithm, because pushdown automata is a context free language that can allow us to create a suitable grammar for biological data, and with a stack memory of it, many features of biological data can be represented such as loops of RNA structure.
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MINING PUSH-DOWN AUTOMATA AS A GRAPH STRUCTURE
Mining pushdown automata as a tree structure for biological data can lead to characterize tree sets, discriminating different groups of trees, classifying and clustering trees. Those trees are valuable information of the field of biology. First of all the algorithm define a grammar for creating a pushdown automata notation that had to be suitable for biological data (DNA, RNA, Protein). The second step is to transfer a set of motif sequences from a biology bank to a set of pushdown automata based on the grammar on the first step. The third step, for a given sequence (an input data that will be analyzed) we construct correspond pushdown automata. Last step is the use of graph mining techniques such as mining frequent sub-tree, or ApprioriGraph [14] to extract a sub trees from the pushdown automata generated from step three and compare all resulted trees with a set of trees generated from the step two in order to highlight the motifs for the given input data.
ARCHITECTURE
As we mentioned on the beginning of this paper, this is a brief description of a new algorithm, so the architecture in the figure 2 describe a scenario of how this motif discovery algorithm extract motifs from biological sequences. 
RELATED WORK
The evolution of the field of bioinformatics has increased in observed way, resulting a huge number of techniques and application for the purpose of solving biological problems. Even that many researchers believe that the field of bioinformatics has reached the first phase which is gathering and analyzing data using computer science simple techniques and computational statistic [1] . And it's time to move on to the second phase when the bioinformatics, instead of being informed by just computer science and computational statistics, is also informed by artificial intelligence techniques [1] .
One of the most influence factors of motif discovery algorithms is the concept of data structure that can handle a biomolecule data. Graph structure has become increasingly important in modeling sophisticated data especially for bioinformatics [14] , and the mining of a structure like that bring a meaningful knowledge to biology. A survey of such kind of mining has been published by Lin et. Al [17] . In the past few years many researches have been proposed to mine this type of data in a wide range of application. Chi et. Al [15] propose an algorithm CmTreeMiner to mine closed subtree. De Amoet. Al [16] is another research for mine tree structure, in this research a new algorithm CoBoMiner for mining tree structure using tree automata as a mechanism to specify user constraints over tree pattern has been proposed, Xeuyiet. Al [18] present a mining RNA tertiary motifs with structure graphs. And still there are a few others proposed algorithms for the context of mining tree or graph structure, also there are a different class of research that describe a way to represent a biological data on tree automata and pushdown automata, Krasiński et. Al [12] has introduced a new model for representing a biomolecule data on pushdown automata.
CONCLUSION
This paper has present a small survey of motif discovery algorithms, a step of building algorithm and a categorization for the most widely algorithm on this area, it also mentioned a new notion for categorize motif discovery algorithms.
That's the first part, on the second part a proposed concept of a new algorithm in the field of motif discovery algorithm has been describe, by Taking Advantage of representing bio-logical data on pushdown automata and applied mining tree techniques. On the future work we plan to implement the proposed algorithm and evaluate the performance of it using biological datasets.
